
Steelcase Studio Express Configurable EE Trash Bin

Introduction:

Refer to the following pages in this guide to better understand the available options within the 
Steelcase Express Elective Elements Trash Bin. 

• Deviating from the statement of line shown in this guide will result in extended lead times.

Pricing:

Please fill in the attached Excel input file to ensure a complete specification.

• Call or email  with a complete specification.
• Quote with pricing within 1 business day.
• Immediate pricing by phone when availability permits.

Gloria Villarreal +52 81 4738 8222 ( gvillarr@steelcase.com )
Andrea Pierce: +01 616-247-3337 ( pierce1@steelcase.com )

Orderable Quote:

For an orderable quote, please submit an RFQ referencing:

• “Steelcase Configurable EE6 Trash Bin” Orderable style number determined by size and
noted in the Excel input file you create.

• Attach your completed Excel input file.

Steelcase will respond to your request with a quote within 2 business days.

Order Fulfillment:

Upon order entry, these products will not be subject to posted Studio Express additional lead 
days. Lead times for these orders will be 1-2 weeks in addition to standard production lead 
times for Elective Elements as posted on Village.  

1/2 business day

Elective Elements 
production lead time 
plus 1-2 weeks
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Configurable EE Trash Bin   |  Tool Tips - Configurator

Clicking on the spreadsheet image below will open a window asking you 
to open the attached file with Microsoft Excel to use the configurator file.
***If the attachment does not open, please ensure that your system is not blocking attached files and try opening this 
PDF in Adobe Acrobat reader or use your PDF viewers method for opening attached files.***

Once you complete your selections, please save your file with an 
appropriate project name to include with your RFQ.

This image shows what the Excel file will look like when it opens.

Trash Bin Configurator

For an Orderable Quote:

Submit an RFQ referencing:

• “Steelcase Configurable EE Trash Bin” Orderable style number 
determined by size and noted in the Excel input file you create.

• Attach your completed Excel input file.  

Steelcase will respond to your request with a quote within one business day.
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Configurable EE Trash Bin   |  Tool Tips - Single or Double Drawer Case

Double Drawer Trash Bin Single Drawer Trash Bin

Step 1: Specify Single or Double Drawer Case
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Configurable EE Trash Bin  |  Tool Tips - Base and Leg Options

Inset Base
Full Length Headset

Standard EE Plinth Base 
with Expressed Toe Kick

Plinth Base
Full Length Headset

Choosing a leg solution automatically drives the door to match the case height

Step 2: Specify Base Options
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Inset Base
Full Length Headset
Ferrous Leg

Note: Leg ordered separately

Inset Base
Full Length Headset
Elective Elements Leg

Inset Base
Full Length Headset
Frame One Leg

Note: Leg ordered separately
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Choosing Pull Out or Top Access changes the structure of the case, 
units cannot be switched from one access method to the other.

Configurable EE Trash Bin   |  Tool Tips - Access Method

Step 3: Specify Access Method
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Pull Out Drawer Trash Bin Top Access Trash Bin

Tops are ordered separately

Trash opening trim by others
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Height is from 
the compressed glide to 
the top of the case.

Depth is from the front of the 
headset to the back of the case.

Width is measured from side 
of case to side of case.

Configurable EE Trash Bin    |  Tool Tips - Dimensions

Step 4: Specify Overall Assembly Dimensions

NOTE: Not all height depth combinations are available with all 
legs/feet. Use the Excel spreadsheet for combination rules.

NOTE: Dimensions in the above ranges must be 
specified to be eligible for expedited lead times.
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Double Drawer Trash Bin Single Drawer Trash Bin

Height Range:
21.5” to 38.5”

Width Range:
15” to 24”

Depth Range:
17.25” to 29.25”

Height Range:
21.5” to 38.5”

Width Range:
30” to 48”

Depth Range:
17.25” to 29.25”

Height

Depth
Width
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Configurable EE Trash Bin    |  Tool Tips - Bin Size Option

Trash Bin size options are driven by the chosen overall dimensions and 
internal case size resulting from the base or foot options. 

The bin size options will automatically update to the possible trash bin(s) 
based on the case options chosen.

Step 5: Trash Bin Size Options
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13 Quart 28 Quart 41 Quart / 10 Gallon
Bin Volume Model # (Blue) Model # (Black) Model # (Gray)
13 qt FG295573 BLUE FG295573 BLA FG295573 GRAY
28 qt FG295673 BLUE FG295673 BLA FG295673 GRAY
41 qt /10 gallon FG295773 BLUE FG295773 BLA FG295773 GRAY

Trash Bins Are NOT included with the 
product. The correct size bin(s) need to 
be ordered by the dealer or customer.



Configurable EE Trash Bin   |  Tool Tips - Case Grain Direction
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Step 6: Specify Case Grain Direction
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Grain Direction Horizontal Grain Direction Vertical

G
ra
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GrainGrain

G
ra

in



* These pulls are ADA compliant.

Beam Pull
(Centered on the drawer)
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Contemporary Pull * Jazz Pull *

Transitional Pull *Nile Pull *

Bar Pull *

Configurable EE Trash Bin   |  Tool Tips - Headset Pull Options

Step 7: Specify Headset Pull (options)
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Integral Pull
(Available on veneer 

headsets only)

Inset Pull

128 mm Wide Pulls

160 mm Wide Pulls
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Configurable EE Trash Bin   |  Tool Tips - Product Application - Counterweights

Free Standing or Stand Alone

Ganged to other products
(Mechanically attached to other storage products)

Step 8: Application and Counterweights
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Counterweights are shipped 
with all plinth base units for 
field installation to ensure 
stability.

Tip: In certain applications, 
counterweights may not be 
needed and can be optioned 
out at specification.

Counterweights are
always required in all 17 1/4” 
or less, deep plinth base 
units.

Counterweights are always required in 
171/4"D plinth base pedestals.

Counterweights are always needed on 
a freestanding plinth base credenza 
when storage mounted on the work 
surface is less than the width of the 
work surface.

Counterweights are always needed 
when overhead storage is mounted 
on 18"D freestanding plinth base 
credenza with closed lower storage 
below.

Counterweights are not needed when 
plinth base pedestals are installed in 
an L-shape, U-shape, or T-shape 
configuration.

Counterweights are not needed in 
plinth base pedestals installed under 
an overhanging desk worksurface.

Counterweights are not needed when 
a service module, hutch kit with 
overhead cabinet or shelf, or stacking 
bookcase is installed on the work 
surface above. 

Counterweights are available as a 
service part package for use when 
furniture is reconfigured into 
applications which require their use.



User input



				Studio Express Configurable EE trash bin

				Enter Desired Values or Choose from available options within each cell below. (Make specifications from top to btm)
Click in Each Cell to enter - available options will populate in the right hand column as you make selections 																								Written Rules>>>>>>>		Variable		Rule(s)		Base Option		Rule(s)		Price		Variable		Rule(s)		Variable				Rule(s)		Variable		Rule(s)		Exceptions		Variable		Rule(s)		Exceptions		Variable		Rule(s)		exceptions		Variable		Rule(s)		Variable		Rule(s)		Price		Variable		Rule(s)		Variable		price		Rule(s)		Variable		Rule(s)								EXCEL NAME		MODEL NAME		EXCEL VALUE		MODEL VALUE

				Feature		Enter Options Below		Limits/Rules																						Product Type										Drawer Type				Access Method		price				PW						PH						PD						Trash Bin size				Headset						Grain direction				Pull Option						Counterweight										Product Type		PRODUCT_TYPE		Single wide		SINGLE

				Product Type																										Single wide		1870		Plinth Base w/ Expressed Toe Kick				0		Open Drawer				Top Cutout		Additional costing
cost of the stretchers vs sub top
Cost of the longer slides		asy includes Stretchers
Only available with Hanging drawers		Product width must be between 15 and 24"		For Single wide		Exception: Can go up to 36"W if the height is the same as a standard file drawer (12"H)
		Product Height must be between 21.5in and 38.5in				Exception: Can go lower if attached to a wall or adjacent unit		Product depth must be between 17.25" and 29.25"				Exception: If this can be attached to a wall we may be able to go down to 16"D		13 QT				Full Length Drawer Face				60		Horizontal 		40		Nile Pull		36				With Counterweight		Requires Counterweight												Double wide		DOUBLE

				Base Option 																										Double wide		3900		Plinth Base w/ Full length Headset		$60 for full length headset		60		Hanging Drawer				Pullout				asy includes sub top		Product width must be between 24 and 48" (24"W must be single wide)		For Dbl wide		For Dbl wide														28 QT				Toe Kick		Not available with Legs		0		Vertical		0		Transitional Pull		36				Remove Counterweight		Does not require counterweight								Base Option		BTM_OPTION		Plinth Base w/ Expressed Toe Kick		STD

				Access method																														Ferrous Leg		$90 for flat btm for all legs
$60 for full length headset		150																														10GAL														Bar Pull		36				With Counterweight														Plinth Base w/ Full length Headset		STD

				Width																														Leg Base		$90 for flat btm for all legs
$60 for full length headset		150																																		Selection options:										Jazz Pull		27																		Ferrous Leg		FLATFL

				Depth				Product depth must be between 17.25" and 29.25"																										Frame 1 Leg		$90 for flat btm for all legs
$60 for full length headset		150																																		Full Length Drawer Face										Contemporary Pull		-																		Leg Base		FLATCR

				Height				Product Height must be between 21.5in and 38.5in																										Inset Glide		$90 for flat btm for all legs		90

tc={B8935557-BA33-461F-80DC-2B4D213DFC61}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Need to check the cost here for Flat btm relative to plinth base?																																												Integral Pull (Veneer headset only)		36		***Available on Veneer Headset Only***																Frame 1 Leg		FLATF1

				Trash Bin Size				*Note: Trash bins are not included - See Dealer notes for requiered part numbers*																																																																										Beam Pull		53																		Inset Glide		FLATIN

				Grain direction																																																																														Inset Pull		36														Base Option		HEADSET		Plinth Base w/ Expressed Toe Kick		TOEKICK

				Pull option																														Dims at top of bin								Dims at 12" (top edge of drawer)																																																												Plinth Base w/ Full length Headset		FULL

				Counterweight																												BIN		DEPTH		WIDTH		HEIGHT		DEPTH		WIDTH		HEIGHT		P/N (Blue		Model # (Blue)		P/N Black		Model # Black		P/N Gray		Model # Grey																																										Access Method		TRASH_ACCESS		Top Cutout		TOP

																																13 QT		11		8		12		11		8		12		40465C01		FG295573BLUE		40465C04		FG295500BLA		40465C07		FG295500GRAY																																														Pullout		PULL

																																28 QT		15.9

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Bin Depth is 14 but 14Qt Requires medium of large drawer slide which 15.9" depth.		10		15		13.32		8.98		15		40465C02		FG295673BLUE		40465C05		FG295600BLA		40465C08		FG295600GRAY																																										Width		PW		IN INCHES		IN MM

				OUTPUTS 																												10 GAL		15.9

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Bin Depth is 15 but 14Qt Requires medium of large drawer slide which 15.9" depth.		11		20		13.21		9.038		20		40465C03		FG295773BLUE		40465C06		FG295700BLA		40465C09		FG295700GRAY																																										Depth		PD		IN INCHES		IN MM

				Name		Value (in)		Limit/Rule		Standard Style # for Quote		NA				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A																																																																														Height		PH		IN INCHES		IN MM

				Style Number for ordering		NA																																																Blue																																												Trash bin size		TRASH_BIN		13 QT		13QT

																																		Open Drawer		Hanging Drawer								Current selection										Black																																																28 QT		28QT

																														Depth				-5.0007874016

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin size =
 PD - 41.96 [Inside Case depth from Model]
- 20.17[Drawer front] 
- 20.17[Drawer back] 
- 44.72[Counterweight]		-5.0007874016

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin size =
 PD - 41.96 [Inside Case depth from Model]
- 20.17[Drawer front] 
- 20.17[Drawer back] 
- 44.72[Counterweight]								-5.0007874016										Grey																																																10GAL		40QT

																																		Single wide		Double wide																						No work needed - good to go																																								Grain direction		HEAD GRAIN/ CASE GRAIN

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Both Headset and case are driven by the single grain direction input on the excel		Horizontal 		0

																														Width				-4.3456692913

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-41.1 [Inside case dim from model]
-20.17*2 [Side Pnls]
-13.2*2 [Space for Glides]
-0.1 [Tolerancing allowance]		-3.9336614173

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW/2-30.635 [Inside case dim from model]
-20.17*2 [Side Pnls]
-13.2*2 [Space for Glides]
-0.1 [Tolerancing allowance]								NA														Needs to be added to express																																												Vertical		90

																																Plinth Base w/ Expressed Toe Kick		Plinth Base w/ Full length Headset		Inset Glide		Ferrous Leg		Leg Base		Frame 1 Leg								Legs to be purchased separately - See 								Needs to be quoted and added to express																																								Pull option		PULLOPT		Nile Pull		NILEPULL

																														Height		-5.9161417323		-5.9161417323

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-112.17 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		-3.8675590551

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-60.136 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		-6.4024870079

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-124.523 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		-12.139015748

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-270.231 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		-5.9987007874

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-114.267 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		NA						Ferrous Legs						Separately ordered items																																														Transitional Pull		TRANSPULL

																																																		Product ID GW00227778 (Pkg of 4) within Studio Express for Platinum Metallic finish						Application		Pt #		Product ID		in express?																																								Bar Pull		BARPULL

																																												Access Method Pricing:						Product ID GW00191915 (Pkg of 4)within Studio Express for Black finish						Ferrous legs black				GW00227778		no																																								Jazz Pull		JAZZPULL

																																inside case dimension - 38.1												Standard Plastic stretchers are equal cost to sub top						Leg Base						Ferrous Legs Platinum				GW00191915		no																																								Contemporary Pull		CONTPULL

																																												15						Standard Style #'s E6SL188R (need Qty 2) and E6SL188L (Need Qty 2)						Frame 1 Leg 				SF00264858		yes																																								Integral Pull (Veneer headset only)		INTEGRAL

																																												18						Frame 1 Leg						13 QT-Blue		40465C01		GW00209950		NO																																								Beam Pull		BEAMPULL

																																												30						Product ID SF00264858 (Pkg of 4) within Studio Express						28 QT-Blue		40465C02		-		-																																								Inset Pull		INSETPULL

																																												36												10 GAL-Blue		40465C03		-		-																																				Counterweight		COUNTERWEIGHT		With Counterweight		YES

																														values		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		Hardwood Stretchers are more expensive 												13 QT-Black		40465C04		GW00209952		no																																								Remove Counterweight		OMIT

																																ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		6		$ per ft of width higher cost through ME costing = $6										28 QT-Black		40465C05		-		-

																																ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				List Cost		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!								Counterweight Costs		Single wide		Double wide		10 GAL-Black		40465C06		-		-

																														Standard Style Numbers		Depth		Width		Height		Wood		Lami		Lami case wood headset				Style Number (Single)				Standard counterweight cost		101		202		13 QT-Grey		40465C07		GW00209953		no

																														E6PD171527L		17.25		15		27.5		1928		1274		1591				Single wide		Double wide		Steel counterweight cost		250		500		28 QT-Grey		40465C08		-		-

																														E6PD231527L		23.25		15		27.5		2013		1359		1676				E6PD171527L		E6PD173027D		cost per set of 10 (requirement for single wide)		53.12				10 GAL-Grey		40465C09		-		-

																														E6PD171827L		17.25		18		27.5		1987		1333		1650								Through ME costing (per set of 10)		250

																														E6PD231827L		23.25		18		27.5		2074		1420		1737				Style number (dbl)				Counterweight selection:

																														E6PD173027D		17.25		30		27.5		2838		1875		2361								Leg Type		Min height for std counterweight

																														E6PD233027D		23.25		30		27.5		2958		1995		2481								Plinth Base		23.5

																														E6PD293027D		29.25		30		27.5		3053		2090		2576								Inset Glide		0

																														E6PD173627D		17.25		36		27.5		2922		1959		2445								Ferrous Leg		23.5

																														E6PD233627D		23.25		36		27.5		3045		2082		2568								Leg Base		30

																																																		Frame 1 Leg		23.5

																																																		current selection height required for Std counterweight		error

																																		Min allowable height

																																		base type:		Min Height

																																		Plinth Base w/ Expressed Toe Kick		21.5

																																		Plinth Base w/ Full length Headset		21.5

																																		Ferrous Leg		21.5

																																		Leg Base		24.25

																																		Frame 1 Leg		21.5

																																		Inset Glide		21.5

																																		

tc={2FEAD58D-3336-49A6-80E7-E2520516F28D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Placeholder for when base selection hasn't been made				

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-124.523 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-270.231 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Max Bin Size = 
PW-114.267 [Inside case dim from model]
-38.1 [Required gapping above and below Drawer]
		

tc={B8935557-BA33-461F-80DC-2B4D213DFC61}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Need to check the cost here for Flat btm relative to plinth base?		

Mulder, Joel: Mulder, Joel:
Bin Depth is 14 but 14Qt Requires medium of large drawer slide which 15.9" depth.		21.5







